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The SECUMAX MOBILEX is a safety knife with a concealed blade and an adjustable
cutting depth. For paper, film or foam.

MAIN GROUP

Näytä verkossa

All highlights at a glance.

Light in all respects

Small, light, ergonomically shaped. That alone makes the SECUMAX
MOBILEX a valuable "colleague." Its low resistance while cutting also
makes your work easier.

4-cutting edge blades

Until you have to change your blade some time, you can turn it and turn it
over several times and quadruple your usage time in this way. Practical
for you, favourable for your company.

Without a tool

You only have to push the blade changer upwards with your thumb and
the blade is ready to change. The structured surface on the changer also
gives you a better grip.
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Ten cutting depths

What is unusual in the SECUMAX MOBILEX? Without a doubt its is the
cutting depth adjuster, with which you can adjust blade access to the
thickness and condition of your cutting material. Practical, isn't it?

For left and right handers

The SECUMAX MOBILEX fits into every hand. Yours too. Because the
rounded off handle made of high quality plastic does not differentiate
between left and right. Test it for yourself!

Order number 45137.00

Packaging unit 1 on self-service card
(5 knives in multipack)

Measurements (L x W x H) 114 x 15.5 x 59 mm

Weight product 47.5 g

Cutting depth 10.2 mm

Basic material Plastic

Replacement blade
Packaging unit

INDUSTRIAL BLADE NO.
37020
10 in magazine

Article No 45137

Material Plastics / Aluminium

Blade change YES

Stainless steel NO

Detectable NO

Color Black/blue

Food safe NO
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